
Does your agency achieve a turnover of at least 10.000 Euros (airfare without taxes and charges) with ticket sales (DE flight number including 
flights to and from destination/Non IATA and IATA)?  
 

Then you have already met the criteria for Partner Flights with Condor and your agency can benefit from our attractive expedient rates up to 
free flights. Depending on your annual sales volume with Condor there are different levels that can be achieved in our agent discount program.  

Agent Discount Program 

Basic Level 
 
From 10.000 to 24.999 Euro revenue 
in the previous business  year. 
       
        20 one-ways at EE fare (50% discount)* 
 

Bronze Level 
 
From 25.000 to 74.999 Euro revenue 
in the previous business  year. 
 
       Unlimited EE bookings (50% discount)* 
 

Gold Level 
 
From 150.000 Euro revenue 
in the previous business  year. 
 

         20 one-ways at EEX fare (75% discount)* 
 

Silver Level 
 
From 75.000 to 149.999 Euro revenue 
in the previous business  year. 
 

         Unlimited EE bookings (50% discount)* 
 

         10 one-way at EEX fare (75% discount)* 
 

Extra Services 

 Seat reservation (free of charge) 
 Additional baggage allowance 
 Discounts of the same amount for the travel partner  

For more information about our Partner Flights visit the Condor Extranet at agent.condor.com 
*Discounts and availability are subject to change and apply per business year. 

Partner Flights. 



Fare notes EE and EEX 

Zone 1: Balearic Islands, Spanish mainland, Croatia, Italy, Germany 
Zone 2: Canary Islands, Madeira, Malta, Turkey, Greece, Cyprus, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia 
Zone 3: Eastern Africa, Central & South America, Mexico, Caribbean, Asia 
Zone 4: Southern Africa, Indian Ocean 
Zone 5: USA, Canada, Puerto Rico 
 
 
 
More information on:  www.condor.com 

1/ The option periods listed here apply exclusively to the renewable energy tariff. Option booking is not possible for the EEX tariff. 
2/ Valid for an infant (< 2 years) accompanied by a full paying adult, who must also be booked individually with Condor. If a toddler (< 2 years) is accompanied by a full-paying adult 
(also with Condor Individual)If you are returning home or if you are 2 years old on the date of your return flight, then for security reasons a booking as a full-paying child (≥ 2 & < 12 
years) with a seat is mandatory. 
3/ Also applies if a flight is rebooked in the period from the 2/ 8th day to 24 hours before the start of the respective flight route and cancelled at another time. 
4/ Rebooking changes are changes to the travel date, destination, class of carriage, airports of departure at home and abroad and the names of accompanying persons of the card 
holder. Rebooking changes are only possible within the originally booked season and route type (zones 1-2/zones 3-5). Rebookings of originally booked higher-priced routes are 
only possible within the originally booked season and route type (zones 1-2/zones 3-5).Departures in lower fare departures are only possible under retention of the original travel 
price. In the event of rebooking to higher-fare departures, the difference must be paid. In addition, we charge the rebooking fees listed above. 
5/ In the case of bookings with arrival/departure flights, it is not possible to change the name of the accompanying person of the cardholder. 
6/ The respective baggage allowance limits in accordance with the booking confirmation apply. Detailed information on our general baggage rules including hand luggage and free 
baggage allowance can be found in our ASR/SSR brochure on the Condor Extranet at agent.condor.com. Please note that if your customers are not exclusively using Condor, e.g. in 
the context of delivery and drop-off flights, fly with other airlines, separate regulations apply. 

Condor Flight Zones Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3-5 

Fares and Availability 

 Bookable throughout the year, according to availability 

Ticketing Time Limit1 

till 29 days before departure 3 days 

From the 28th  day before departure Within same day of reservation 

From 4 days before departure No 

Infants 

Under 2 years2 

Economy Class 30€ p.P. and route 50€ p.P and route 80€ p.P. and route 

Premium Class 50€ p.P. and route 75€ p.P. and route 100€ p.P. and route 

Business Class - - 150€ p.P. and route 

Cancelation 

Till 29 days before departure of respective segment 20% of Fare 

From the 28th day till 24h before departure of respective segment 50% of Fare 

From 24h before departure or after departure of respective segment Not refundable 

Rebooking4 

Till 29 days before departure of respective segment Free of charge (only fare difference FD) 

From the 28th day till 24h before departure of respective segment 60€ p.P. and route + FD 60€ p.P. and route + FD 120€ p.P. and route + FD 

From 24h before departure or after departure of respective segment Not rebookable 

Name Change5 

Till 24h before departure of first flight segment Free of charge 

From 24h before departure of first flight segment/departure day/after Not possible 

Baggage6 

Hand Baggage 

Economy Class 1 Hand Baggage (55 x 40 x 20 cm) + 1 small bag (40 x 30 x 10 cm) p.P. Total weight: 8kg 
Premium Class 1 Hand Baggage (55 x 40 x 20 cm) + 1 small bag (40 x 30 x 10 cm) p.P. Total weight: 10kg 
Business Class 2 Hand Baggage (55 x 40 x 20 cm) + 1 small bag (40 x 30 x 10 cm) p.P. Total weight: 16kg 

Checked Baggage 

Economy Class Included 
Premium Class Included 
Business Class Included 

 


